Print Form

Sole Source Procurement Instructions
Department:

HRECC

Vendor:

Moetivations

Date:

9/6/2022

It is the policy of the City of Harrisonburg that contracts/products be awarded on a competitive basis and
that the use of a sole source procurement must be limited to those instances where only one source is
practicably available.

1. Explain why this is the only product or service that can meet the needs of the department making the
purchase.
This organization is an Emergency Communications Center focused consultant that not only does the gap analysis and report of
existing problems but in my research they are the only firm offering solutions, a customized solution plan, as well as the staff to
help implement the solutions. This was the only firm I could find which also had in house the experts to take on quality
assurance reviews if an "outsourcing" path was chosen. This eliminates the need to find ECC focused QA firms certified for our
PowerPhone call handling protocols.

2. Explain why this vendor is the only practicably available source from which to obtain this product or
service.
Based on my research of other consulting firms I have found that only Moetivations can offer ALL of the following services in
one place. Eliminating the need to search for multiple vendors and lose project time trying to ensure all parties are on the same
page as one piece is finished and another piece is taken up by a new firm.
While other general and specific skills training, LMS portals, or consulting organizations may exist in one area of PSAP
expertise or another, Moetivations, Inc. is the only company in the U.S. that provides the following bundle, from one cohesive
3. Explain why the price is considered reasonable.
team:
1) Continuously certified QAE PSAP professionals for Powerphone, IAED, National and Regional protocols and QI Training
feedback
loop. curriculum alone from a vendor who can only do a portion of Moetivations offerings was quoted as $35,000.00
The
customized
2) Three critical service areas bundled and proposed for 9-1-1 operations support:
a. QA / QI third party weekly & certified program; CJIS certified personnel
b. Onsite Instruction and Online Training LMS Portal related to PSAP Roles, Responsibilities & Customized Skills
i. Training includes QA, QI standards best practices, Customized Job Aids, supervisor feedback coaching, character based
4. Describe
the efforts that were made to conduct a noncompetitive negotiation to get the best possible
9-1-1 communications skills, and Health/Wellness programs, on demand (special requests) training, agency specific SOP training
price for
the taxpayers.
ii. Portal
that allows agency specific courses and vendor courses to be loaded without fees
c. Management & Operations consulting
I have spoken with the Founder and CEO of Moetivations about her pricing. She services ECC's of all sizes and knows how local
i. Gap analysis & strategic planning
governments often struggled to fund public safety therefore, her pricing is extremely competitive in order to allow more ECC's
ii. CALEA review for accreditation; SOPs and Policy editing, writing, and implementation support; including protocol job
access to these necessary services. Given that a competitor was only $5,000 less than Moetivations and was offering only the
aids/corrective advice docs, policy editing and unlimited library
stress management and change management training, the quote from Moetivations is very attractive and the best possible price
iii. Training program review and update to current standards
for the taxpayers
TEAM ON DEMAND Services are provided by one team, that is aligned with the PSAP unique rules and are not provided as a

collectiveattach
of bids from
multiple
companies.
Please
this
form
to the Requisition and forward to Purchasing.

• Site by site customized and unique curriculum based on pre-session assessments, association certifications, professional
training and real-life PSAP scenarios.
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Signature:
o Comprehensive
research
and data is collected prior to each QA and training program, allowing
team to recommend
improvement in appropriate areas such as stress management, officer safety, protocol updates, and restoration programs, utilizing
individual stress management techniques not available by other training organizations.
o Delivery of curriculum, training aids, and job aids that are derived from specialized training and certified instructors: 9-1-1
technology, negotiations training, professional liaison, character-based communications, conflict management, and project

